Third-party
testing of software

DP System-HIL testing
Solutions and services for
software testing
A modern DP computer system relies on sophisticated and complex
software to achieve the desired performance and safety. It must work
seamlessly with sensors, position reference systems, the power
management system, and thruster control systems. Failures in the
control system software will affect safety and lead to downtime, and
may even cause or fail to prevent an incident or accident.
Why DO WE TEST?
A complete DP system includes the position reference systems and
sensors, the DP computer system, the power plant including the power
management system (PMS), the thruster remote control systems, and
the local thruster control systems, as well as all the auxiliary systems
needed for electric, mechanical, and hydraulic power, lubrication,
cooling, ventilation, and fuel. Reliable DP systems are important for safe
and efficient DP operations. DP failures related to software problems
have led to a number of incidents resulting in loss of position.
The scope of DP-HIL testing is to verify correct functionality of the
DP computer system according to rules and regulations, functional
descriptions, intended use and user manuals, and to detect hidden
software errors, erroneous configuration parameters, and design flaws
in the control system software.
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HOW DO WE TEST?
DP-HIL testing is accomplished by connecting the
vessel specific CyberSea Vessel Simulator to the
target DP control system. The simulator responds
to the commands from the DP control system in
a realistic manner, and feedback from sensors
and actuators to the control system is simulated
according to the vessel specific equipment. The
control system responds as it would in real operation
onboard the vessel. Functionality, performance,
and failure handling capability can then be tested
systematic in a controlled environment.
The CyberSea Vessel Simulator includes models of
the environment (wind, current, waves), 6 degreesof-freedom vessel motion due to environmental
loads and thruster action, the thrusters including
various thrust loss effects, the power system, all
position reference systems (DGPS, HPR, taut wire,
range/bearing reference systems such as Artemis,
and others), and all relevant sensors (gyrocompasses, VRU’s, wind sensors, draught sensors, riser
angle sensors, etc.).
LIFE-cycle services
Software testing is performed at an early stage using
actual system hardware or similar replica hardware.
The objective is to ensure that the control system
software is ready and verified as extensively as
possible before the start of commissioning and
trials. Most findings from this initial testing should
be solved and closed during a software re-test.

Integration testing of the Dynamic Positioning
Computer, Power Management System and Thruster
Control Systems can be performed in conjunction
with software testing when it is beneficial and
possible to set up several systems at the same
test site. The objective is to verify the integrated
functionality and interface between different
systems, often involving different vendors.
Integration testing may also be performed in
conjunction with onboard testing. In addition, a
first and important level of functional integration
testing is covered by coordination between
simulators and test programs for the different
target systems.
Onboard testing is carried out during the
commissioning and sea trials period, and is used
to close findings, and verify and validate the control
systems. Onboard testing may include a second
stage of integration testing where the physical
interface between the installed systems is included
in the test scope.
Periodic testing secures the control system software
during the vessel’s life cycle. The periodic testing
is executed as a software test on replica hardware
or as an onboard test when needed, or at intervals
like annual DP trials. This testing shall ensure that
software or hardware updates/upgrades, or changes
in operational conditions during the life-cycle, do
not introduce new weaknesses or errors in the target
system.
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